“Good habits
once established
are just as hard
to break as are
bad habits.”

“Motivation is what
gets you started.
Habit is what
keeps you going.”
~Jim	
  Ryun	
  

~Robert	
  Puller	
  

“You can’t make 
yourself feel positive, 
but you can choose 
how to act, 	

and if you choose right, 
it builds your conﬁdence.” 	

~Julien	
  Smith,	
  The	
  Flinch	
  

“The chains of habit are
too weak to be felt
until they are
too strong
to be broken.”
~Samuel	
  Johnson	
  

“H	
  is	
  for	
  Habit,	
  	
  
winners	
  make	
  a	
  habit	
  	
  
of	
  doing	
  the	
  things	
  	
  
losers	
  don't	
  want	
  to	
  do.”	
  	
  
	
  
	
  ~Lucas	
  Remmerswal,	
  inspired	
  by	
  Warren	
  Buﬀet	
  

“We are
what we repeatedly do.
Excellence, then,
is not an act,
but a habit.”
~Aristotle	
  

“Good habits
are worth
being fanatical
about.”

“Nothing so needs
reforming
as other
people's habits.”

“Feeling  sor,-  for  yourself,    
and  your  present  condition,    
is  not  only  a  waste  of  energ-    
but  the  worst  habit  you  could  
possibly  have.”   
	
  	
  ~Dale	
  Carnegie	
  

~Mark	
  Twain	
  

Inspiring quotes - Print it out, cut out and keep them always with you !	

~John	
  Irving	
  

	
  

Only the wisest
and stupidest
of men
never change
~Confucius	
  

Life belongs to the living,
and who lives
must be prepared
for changes
~Johann	
  Wolfgang	
  von	
  Goethe	
  	
  

“If you don't like something,
change it. If you can't
change it,
change your attitude.”
~Maya	
  Angelou

	
  

~Lao Tsetung

~Mignon	
  McLauchlin	
  

“They always say
time changes things,
but you actually have
to change them
yourself.“	
  

You must be
the change
you wish to see
in the world.

To improve is
to change;
to be perfect is
to change often.

Progress is impossible
without change, and those
who cannot change their
minds cannot change
anything.	


~Andy	
  Warhol	
  

If you do not change direction,
you may end up
where you are heading.

It's the most
unhappy people
who most fear
Change.	
  

~Winston	
  Churchill	
  

Inspiring change quotes - Print it out, cut out and keep them always with you !	

~Mahatma	
  Gandhi	
  

	
   	
  ~George	
  Bernard	
  Shaw	
  

“Don‘t judge each day
by the harvest you reap
but by the seeds
that you plant.”

“Your present circumstances	
don't determine 	
where you can go; 	
they merely determine 	
where you start.”	
~Nido	
  Quebein

	
  

~Johann Wolfgang v. Goethe

~Robert	
  Luis	
  Stevenson	
  

“Believe you can
and you're
halfway there.”
~Theodore	
  Roosevelt	
  

“Even the stones
placed in one\'s path
can be made into
something beautiful.”

“Positive anything
is better than
negative nothing.”
	
  

~Elbert	
  Hubbard	
  

"The slowest person
who never loses
sight of his goal
always goes faster
than one who wanders
around aimlessly.”
Go#hold	
  Ephraim	
  Lessing	
  	
  

“It is always 	
the simple 	
that produces 	
the marvelous.”	
~Amelia	
  Barr	
  

“Whoever is happy 
will make others
happy too.”
~Anne	
  Frank	
  

Wonderful Inspiring quotes – Print, cut out and have them always with you !	

“There are only two mistakes
one can make
along the road to truth;
not going all the way,
and not starting.”
~Buddha	
  

Write in your favorite inspiring quotes – Print, cut out and have them always with you !	

